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Imagine traveling with all the right things without carrying five suitcases! Sound impossible? In

Smart Packing for Today's Traveler, packing expert Susan Foster shares how-to secrets discovered

during hundreds of business and pleasure trips:. Learn to pack for every trip - for business or

vacation, for men, women and children, for any place in the world. . Discover how to dress for all

seasons at any destination. Know which fabrics and styles are comfortable and packable. . Find out

which type of luggage works for each trip, and the best packing methods for any bag.The Third

Edition of Smart Packing for Today's Traveler answers all your planning and packing questions:.

How to travel light. Airport security tips. When to check your bag and when to carry on. How to pack

less to meet airline bag weight and size rules. Which clothing is best for a cruise. What to pack for

adventure trips or sports vacatons. Information on packing toiletries, cosmetics, electrical

appliances, the best in travel gadgets. Plus critical information on health and safety. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Susan (Pletsch) Foster is the perfect person to give packing and travel advice: she has packed and

unpacked over 5,500 times! A popular speaker and spokesperson, she is frequently quoted by the

travel media. The author of SMART PACKING FOR TODAY'S TRAVELER, Foster shares her

expertise in an informative, easy to follow and entertaining style. --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.

Great book! I am getting so much wonderful information! Tops any of the other 'How To" books. I



just wish I had her DVD! Would love to see her in action. Get this book if you are even THINKING of

traveling or buying new luggage, or before buying your travel wardrobe.

I travel quite a bit and found some of Foster's tips to be valuable. Many of her ideas are just

common sense. The most valuable part of the book is choosing and packing a suitcase. With

airlines cracking down on sizes of carry on bags, packing efficiently becomes more important. The

book was written in 2008, so fashions and technology have changed in the past 6 years. Hopefully

there is an update on the horizon.

My 2nd one.

Sent this to my mother as she was preparing for a trip to Italy. She learned a lot of helpful tips and

felt more prepared for her trip. Quick shipping - Great little reference book, especially if someone's

not a seasoned traveler.

I looked at the table of contents and knew it would be super easy to find what I needed about smart

packing...before I even read the whole book! Susan Foster gives you concrete examples, there is

no guessing! I haven't travelled in years, and I am now getting the opportunity to do so. I needed

this book just to initially deal with today's current rules and regulations. But this book is so much

more, and it helps you plan ahead better than you think you should.

Basic packing book. Worked for my trip. Thanks.

love this book used it every time I traveled

This book provides great ideas for light and inclusive packing. Additionally, it covers many useful

travel tips in getting you to the airport, through the check-in procedures, and on to your travel

destination. I learned many innovative tips that will make my upcoming journey much more

pleasant. I would recommend this book to both beginning and experienced travelers.
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